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1.

OBICULAR GRANITE

MT MAGNET, WA
A granitoid or granitic rock is a variety
of coarse grained plutonic rock —
granite or similar — which is composed
predominantly of feldspar, quartz and
mica.

2.

RHYOLITE

MT HAY, QLD
This rhyolite or rainforest jasper is a
rare type of rhyolitic lava, associated
with volcanic activity in some areas.

3.

ZEBRA STONE

EAST KIMBERLEY, WA
Composed essentially of small
particles of quartz and fine-grained
white mica, and contains the
mineral kaolinite. This formed
during the late Precambrian (around
670 million years ago).

4.

SELENITE

BROKEN HILL DISTRICT, NSW
Also known as satin spar, desert rose, or
gypsum flower are four crystal structure
varieties of the mineral gypsum.
Chemical formula CaSO4·2H2O

5.

THUNDER EGG

MT HAY, QLD
Mt Hay’s thunder eggs formed in silicarich volcanic rocks resulting from
ancient lava flow called rhyolite 120
million years ago.

6.

GYPSUM

BROKEN HILL DISTRICT, NSW
Also known as satin spar, desert rose, or
gypsum flower are four crystal structure
varieties of the mineral gypsum.
Chemical formula CaSO4·2H2O

7.

CHALCEDONY
CHERT

MARBLE BAR, WA
This local deposit of mineral first
thought to be marble, but which later
proved to be jasper (a highly coloured
cryptocrystalline variety of quartz).

8.

PYRITE CRYSTALS

WOODLAWN MINE, TARAGO, NSW.
Iron pyrite on in and on slate .

9.

MOSS OPAL/AGATE

NORSEMAN, WA
A semi-precious gemstone formed from
silicon dioxide. It is a form of
chalcedony. It’s inclusions form moss
looking patterning.

10. AGATE

11. THUNDER EGGS

AGATE CREEK, NTH QLD
Agate is a common rock formation,
consisting of chalcedony and quartz as
its primary components. Agates are
primarily formed within volcanic and
metamorphic rocks. Decorative uses of
agates are known to date back to
Ancient Greece.
MT HAY, QLD
Mt Hay’s thunder eggs formed in silicarich volcanic rocks resulting from
ancient lava flow called rhyolite 120
million years ago.

12. MALACHITE

MT GUNSON, SA
Malachite is a green, very common
secondary copper mineral with a widely
variable habit. This specimen is a
crystalline crust, but can banded in
appearance, like agates (See specimen
77).

13. TURQUOISE

NAROOMA, NSW
Turquoise is an opaque, blue-to-green
mineral that is a hydrous phosphate of
copper and aluminium.

14. JASPER

WIDESPREAD
Jasper is a silica based semi-precious
gemstone which can contain a range of
colours in one stone.

15. TIGER IRON

HAMERSLEY, WA
Tiger Iron is mined from an Archaean
formation (3000 million years). Its
layers are formed of silver metallic
hematite and red, brown or black
jaspilite.

16. MUSCOVITE MICA

BROKEN HILL, NSW
Muscovite is an aluminium-rich mica
which occurs as a primary constituent
of felsic igneous rocks, such as granite
and pegmatite.

17. RIBBONSTONE

ANTHONY’S LAGOON, NT
This finely-banded jasper forms brown,
cream, and yellow finely banded and
swirl patterns.

18. CALCITE CRYSTAL

BUCAN, VIC
The calcium carbonate which forms the
basis of the limestone formations in the
area's 350 caves was produced by the
skeletons of shellfish and coral which
were deposited when the ocean
covered this area.

19. TEMORA

TEMORA, NSW
A type of chert, originally of fine
particles which were cemented
together to form rock
(siltstone).Different minerals give
different colours to form a harder rock
which will polish.

GREENSTONE

20. PETRIFIED WOOD

WIDESPREAD
It forms when plant material is buried
by sediment and protected from decay
due to oxygen and organisms.
Groundwater rich in dissolved solids,
replaces the original plant material with
silica, opal or other solutions.

21. OPALISED WOOD

COLLINSVILLE, QLD
This a form of petrified wood which has
developed an opalescent sheen or,
more rarely, where the wood has been
completely replaced by opal.

22. SCHIST

INVERELL DISTRICT, NSW
Schist is a coarse-grained metamorphic
rock which consists of layers of different
minerals and can be split into thin
irregular plates.

23. MOONSTONE

MOONSTONE HILL, QLD
The feldspar from this locality has been
identified as anorthoclase, an alkali
feldspar in which sodium is in excess of
potassium, which is unusual as
anorthoclase -moonstones are
uncommon.

24. CHRYSOPRASE

YERILLA, WA
Chrysoprase or chrysophrase is a
gemstone variety of chalcedony that
contains small quantities of nickel.

25. WAVELITE

An aluminium basic phosphate mineral
with formula Al3(PO4)2(OH, F)3·5H2O.

26. GREEN FELDSPAR

Feldspar is the most common mineral
and feldspar makes up nearly 60% of
the Earth's crust.

27. SPHALERITE

BROKEN HILL, NSW
Sphalerite is a zinc sulphide mineral
with a chemical composition of (Zn,Fe)S.
It is found in metamorphic, igneous, and
sedimentary rocks in many parts of the
world.

28. LEPIDOLITE

LONDONDERRY, WA
Lepidolite is the name of a rare lithiumrich mica mineral that is usually pink, red,
or purple in colour. It is the most
common lithium-bearing mineral and
serves as a minor ore of lithium.

29. CHABAZITE

COONABARBRAN, NSW
Chabazite common hydrated sodium
and calcium aluminosilicate mineral, in
the zeolite family. Its brittle, glassy,
white or flesh-red, rhombohedral
crystals often are found in cavities in
basalt or andesite.

(ZEOLITE)

30. SLAG FROM

COPPER FURNACE

31. IRONSTONE

CONCRETION

CHILLAGOE, NTH QLD
Copper, lead, silver and gold were once
mined here. Chillagoe Smelters (1901–
1943) were the centre of a thriving
mining industry that brought wealth and
development to the area.

LAKE TABOURIE, NSW
Many of the concretions are nearly
spherical and some consist of a rind of
goethite that nearly completely fills the
sandstone porosity and surrounds a
central sandstone core.

32. PYROLUSITE

KALGOORLIE DISTRICT, WA
Pyrolusite is a mineral consisting of
manganese dioxide (MnO2) and is
important as an ore of manganese.

33. CHALCANTHITE

COPPER SULPHATE
Chalcanthite is a richly coloured
blue/green water-soluble sulphate
mineral CuSO4·5H2O

34. BLACK POTCH

LIGHTNING RIDGE, NSW
The majority of common opal mined is
called Potch, so it is basically common
opal with no colour. Potch is a hydrated
amorphous form of silica and is known
as a mineraloid. It is not classed as a
mineral.

35. JADE

COWELL ON EYRE PENINSULA, SA
Jade refers to an ornamental mineral,
mostly known for its green varieties.
This deposit is among the largest
known nephrite jade deposits in the
world.

36. MOLYBDENITE IN

KINGSGATE, NSW
Molybdenum sulphide (MoS2)
The Kingsgate mineral field has been the
largest molybdenum & bismuth producer
in NSW (to 2000).

QUARTZ

37. ACTINOLITE

SHAMROCK MINE, YUDNAMUTANA
DISTRICT, ARKAROOLA, SA
Actinolite is commonly found in
metamorphic rocks, such as contact
aureoles surrounding cooled intrusive
igneous rocks.

38. ERYTHRITE

Erythrite or red cobalt is a secondary
hydrated cobalt arsenate mineral

39. BARITE

CLONCURRY DISTRICT, QLD
Barite (barium sulphate BaSO4) is the
only commercial source of barium and
barium compounds. Barite is formed in
hydrothermal veins usually in
conjunction with lead, silver and/or
copper.

40. CHALCOPYRITE ON

CONCLURRY DISTICT, QLD
Yellowish chalcopyrite crystals formed
over a crystalline form of calcite.
Chalcopyrite is a copper iron sulphide
mineral.

CALCITE

41. RHODONITE

BINGARA, NSW
Rhodonite is a manganese inosilicate,
(Mn, Fe, Mg, Ca) SiO3 and member of
the pyroxenoid group of minerals.
Rhodonite is commonly worked as an
ornamental stone.

42. MAGNESITE

YOUNG, NSW
Magnesite refers to magnesium
carbonate (MgCO3, theoretically 47.8%
MgO and 52.2% CO2). This magnesite is
mainly for use in specialised chemical,
metallurgical and agricultural
applications.

43. RHODONITE AND

BROKEN HILL, NSW
Commonly found in association with
galena within the orebody. These
minerals are found in metamorphic,
igneous, and sedimentary rocks in many
parts of the world.

SPHALERITE

44. OPAL POTCH

LIGHTNING RIDGE, NSW
The majority of common opal mined is
called Potch, common opal with no
colour. Potch is a hydrated amorphous
form of silica and is known as a
mineraloid.

45. GREEN MICA

WIDESPREAD
Mica is widely distributed and occurs in
igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary
regimes. Large crystals of mica used for
various applications are typically mined
from granitic pegmatites.

46. FLUORITE PURPLE

CHINA
Fluorite is an important industrial
mineral composed of calcium and
fluorine (CaF2). It is used in a wide
variety of chemical, metallurgical, and
ceramic processes. Specimens can be
cut into gems or used to make
ornamental objects.
Epidote is a silicate mineral that is
commonly found in regionally
metamorphosed rocks. It is often
associated with amphiboles, feldspars,
quartz, and chlorite.

47. EPIDOTE

48. OBSIDIAN

SNOWFLAKE

Snowflake obsidian is a natural volcanic
glass containing the mineral Cristobalite
in the form of white "snowflake" crystal
patterns. This variety of Obsidian is
found in North and South America, as
well as small localities in Africa and Asia.

49. OBSIDIAN

Obsidian is a natural volcanic glass and
forms as an extrusive igneous rock.
Obsidian is produced when felsic lava
extruded from a volcano cools rapidly
with minimal crystal growth.

50. NATIVE COPPER

MT PLEASANT, WA
Native copper is an uncombined form of
copper that occurs as a natural mineral.

51. AZURITE AND

WOODLAWN MINE, TARAGO NSW
Malachite is a green copper carbonate
hydroxide mineral Cu2(CO3)(OH)2. It was
one of the first ores used to produce
copper metal. Azurite (blue) is a copper
carbonate mineral found in the upper
oxidized portions of copper ore.

MALACHITE

52. CROCOITE

DUNDAS, TAS
Crocoite is a mineral consisting of lead
chromate, PbCrO₄, and crystallizing in
the monoclinic crystal system.

53. GALENA

BROKEN HILL, NSW
Galena is the natural mineral form of
lead sulphide PbS. It is the most
important ore of lead.

54. GALENA CUBIC

BROKEN HILL, NSW
Galena is the natural mineral form of
lead sulphide PbS. It is the most
important ore of lead.

55. PREHNITE

PROSPECT QUARRY, SYDNEY, NSW
Prehnite is a hydrated Calcium
Aluminium Silicate which forms when
hot, circulating solutions leach minerals
from surrounding rocks and deposit them
in veins and cavities in basic igneous
rocks, mainly amygdaloidal basalt.

56. CHABAZITE

(ZEOLITE)

COONABARBRAN, NSW
Chabazite common hydrated sodium
and calcium aluminosilicate mineral, in
the zeolite family. Its brittle, glassy,
white or flesh-red, rhombohedral
crystals often are found in cavities in
basalt or andesite.

57. STAUROLITE

Staurolite is a mineral that is commonly
found in metamorphic rocks such as
schist and gneiss.

58. CHIASTOLITE

Chiastolite is a variety of the mineral
andalusite with the chemical
composition Al2SiO5. It is noted for
distinctive cross-shaped black inclusions
of graphite. The presence of the cross
caused this mineral be used as a gem

59. TOURMALINE

MINERAL HILL, INVERELL, NSW
The most common species of
tourmaline is schorl, the sodium iron
(divalent) endmember of the group.
This crystal is double terminated.

CRYSTALS

60. TOURMALINE

61. COAL

62. GOLD ORE

MINERAL HILL, INVERELL, NSW
This is a crystalline boron silicate
mineral compounded with elements
such as aluminium, iron, magnesium,
sodium, lithium, or potassium.
Tourmaline is classified as a semiprecious stone and found in a wide
variety of colours.
COALCLIFF, ILLAWARRA DISTRICT, NSW
Coal is a combustible black or brownishblack sedimentary rock, formed as rock
strata called coal seams. Coal is mostly
carbon with variable amounts of other
elements; chiefly hydrogen, sulphur,
oxygen, and nitrogen.
FORSAYTH, QLD
Gold is one of the most popular and
well-known minerals, known for its
value and special properties since the
earliest of time

63. CAVE FORMATIONS

(CALCITE)

64. CAVE FORMATIONS

(CALCITE)

65. DESERT ROSE

GYPSUM

Stalactite and stalagmite, elongated
forms of various minerals deposited
from solution by slowly dripping water.

Stalactite and stalagmite, elongated
forms of various minerals deposited
from solution by slowly dripping water.

WOOLCUNDA STN, COOMBAH, NSW
The gypsum is found by digging in the
sand that forms the lake bed. They may
have formed by the recrystallisation of
dissolved gypsum leached down to this
layer by recirculating ground waters.

66. QUARTZ CRYSTAL

SPRINGFIELD, VIC
This is silicon dioxide (SiO2). It is the
most abundant mineral found at Earth's
surface, and its unique properties make
it one of the most useful natural
substances.

67. AMETHYST

WYLOO, WA
This a precious stone consisting of a
violet or purple variety of quartz.

68. GARNET CRYSTALS

BROKEN HILL NSW
Orange coloured spessartine garnet
crystals from Broken Hill.

69. TALC

Talc is a clay mineral, composed of
hydrated magnesium silicate with the
chemical formula Mg3Si4O10(OH)2. Talc
in powdered form, often combined with
corn starch, is used as baby powder.

70. QUARTZ CRYSTALS

71. DRUZY QUARTZ

MUTTAMA, NSW
Quartz is a chemical compound
consisting of one-part silicon and two
parts oxygen. It is silicon dioxide (SiO2).
Quartz belongs to the trigonal crystal
system. The ideal crystal shape is a sixsided prism terminating with six-sided
pyramids at each end.
AGATE CREEK, NTH QLD
Druzy Quartz refers to a layer of minute
quartz crystals that have crystallized on
the surface of a quartz based mineral.
Druzy Quartz has a sugar-like
appearance. They are often found in the
hollow cavity of Agate geodes.

72. BERYL CRYSTAL

BROKEN HILL DISTRICT, NSW
Beryl is beryllium aluminium silicate,
named for its content of the rare metal
beryllium, although it is particularly
noted for its properties as a gemstone.

73. BERYL

BROKEN HILL DISTRICT, NSW
Beryl is beryllium aluminium silicate,
named for its content of the rare metal
beryllium, although it is particularly
noted for its properties as a gemstone.

74. QUARTZ CRYSTAL

Quartz crystals coated with an iron
solution.

(IRON COATED)

75. CALCITE

Calcite is a carbonate mineral and the
most stable polymorph of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3).

76. RUBY

HARTZ RANGE, NT
Rubies are the red variety of corundum
and they contain chromium. A small
amount of chromium in corundum will
produce a pink colour. A true ruby has
enough chromium for the gem to be a
distinctly red, or slightly purplish-red
colour.

77. MALACHITE

Malachite is a green, very common
secondary copper mineral with a widely
variable habit. This specimen has a
botryoidal masses and is associated
with a crystal matrix of crystals of
Cerussite, lead carbonate (PbCO3).

78. ROSE QUARTZ

Quartz is a chemical compound
consisting of one-part silicon and two
parts oxygen. It is silicon dioxide (SiO2).
Rose quartz is the name used for pink
specimens of the mineral quartz.

79. SMOKY QUARTZ

Smoky quartz is a brownish grey,
translucent variety of quartz that ranges
in clarity from almost complete
transparency to an almost-opaque
brownish-grey or black crystal.

80. APATITE

Apatite is the name of a group of
phosphate minerals. They are an
important constituent of phosphorite, a
rock mined for its phosphorus content
and used to make fertilizers, acids, and
chemicals.

81. MAGNETITE

MT ISA, QLD
Magnetite is a rock mineral and one of
the main iron ores, with the chemical
formula Fe₃O₄. Octahedral crystals are a
common form of magnetite.

CRYSTALS

82. GARNERITE

KAMBALDA WA
Garnierite is a general name for a green
nickel ore which is found in pockets and
veins within weathered and
serpentinised ultramafic rocks.

83. GARNET CRYSTALS

HARTZ RANGES, NT
All species of garnets possess similar
physical properties and crystal forms,
but differ in chemical composition. The
Almandine garnets here are wellshaped specimen garnets up to a few
centimetres in diameter.

84. LABRADORITE

SPRINGSURE, QLD
Labradorite is a member of the Feldspar
family and is treasured for its
remarkable play of colour, known as
labradorescence.

85. ZIRCON

HARTZ RANGES, NT
Zircon is a zirconium silicate mineral
found in small quantities in many rocks.
It can be a variety of colours and some
crystals are of gemstone quality.

86. TUMBLED QUARTZ

TINGAH, INVERELL DISTRICT, NSW
Quartz is silicon dioxide (SiO2). It is the
most abundant mineral found at Earth's
surface, and its unique properties make
it one of the most useful natural
substances. These crystals have been
tumbled in a creek by moving water.

CRYSTALS

